
New Celebrity Couple: Serena
Williams is Dating Reddit Co-
Founder Alexis Ohanian

By Kyanah Murphy

Love may be in the air, as a new celebrity couple has been
spotted. Celebrity tennis player Serena Williams and the co-
founder of Reddit, Alexis Ohanian, are dating! UsMagazine.com
revealed  the  celebrity  news  with  a  statement  that  the
celebrity relationship is new. The two were seen going to the
gym together hand-in-hand, and Ohanian has taken up tennis –
something he had no previous interest in until Williams. It’s
pretty sweet of Ohanian to take up Williams’ sport of choice!
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This is one high powered celebrity
couple!  What  are  some  ways  to
support your partner’s hobbies?

Cupid’s Advice:

Supporting your partner’s hobbies is a wonderful thing to do,
whether  you’re  a  celebrity  couple  or  not.  Cupid  has  some
dating advice to put you on the right track in supporting your
partner:

1.  Be  like  Ohanian  and  try  your  partner’s
hobby:  Ohanian  hasn’t  had  an  interest  in  tennis  until  he
recently started seeing his new girlfriend, Serena Williams.
Since tennis is clearly one of Williams’ passions in life,
Ohanian has decided to try out the sport himself. You can also
take up a hobby of your partner’s to get a feel for something
they’re passionate about.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Sandra  Bullock  Leaves  Spa
Looking Radiant and Happy

2. Be there for your partner: If your partner plays a sport,
show up to the game and cheer them on. If he or she needs a
ride to a class, drive them. If they don’t need either of
those, just let them know that you support what they’re doing,
that you’re there for anything they need, and you’re cheering
them on.

Related Link: Calvin Harris Slams Rumors of Celebrity Break-Up
From Taylor Swift

3. Brag a little: If your partner is rather good at their
hobby, brag a little about them while you’re out with friends
and family. Share what your partner has been up to and any
achievements they’ve made to show your admiration.
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What are some ways you support your partner’s hobbies? Comment
below.

Celebrity News: Taylor Kinney
Says  Lady  Gaga  Slapped  Him
After Their First Kiss

By Mackenzie Scibetta

Love at first slap? Taylor Kinney and Lady Gaga started off
their celebrity relationship by getting physical, with Lady
Gaga  actually  slapping  Kinney  after  an  attempted  kiss.
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According to UsMagazine.com, while on the set of Gaga’s “You
and  I”  music  video  Kinney  made  an  artistic  decision  to
unexpectedly kiss Gaga, but she was not feeling it. However,
Kinney says that by the second take she was accepting his
kiss. The couple have been dating for four years and are now
in a celebrity engagement, although they have yet to set a
wedding date or location.

This  celebrity  news  is  pretty
funny! How do you know if someone
you’re  interested  in  likes  you
back?

Cupid’s Advice:

Deciphering whether your crush likes you back or not isn’t as
difficult as one would think. It’s all about paying attention
to the little details and picking up on subtle hints. Cupid
has some golden tips to help you discover if your crush is
crushing back:

1. Watch their body language: While this celebrity news of
Lady Gaga slapping her crush is atypical, most people when
interested in someone will lean towards them when talking,
make impressively good eye contact and have better posture.
Also, notice if they’re smiling a lot around you.

Related Link: 20 Celebrity Couples That Are Just Like Us

2. Notice how often they’re around you: If you catch them
going on their lunch break the same time as you or making
excuses to be near you, then they clearly want to spend more
time with you. Watch if they try to grab your attention from
across the room too.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Lady Gaga and Taylor Kinney Get
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Cozy on Romantic Charity Ski Trip

3. He showers you with compliments: Sometimes they are not as
obvious as “you look beautiful” so you’ll need to look deeper.
Compliments can be very subtle and can come in unexpected
ways, such as praising you. Make sure to return the favor so
he catches onto how you’re feeling too.

How do you let a guy know you like him? Let us know below. 

 

Celebrity  Couple  Paris
Jackson and Chester Castellaw
Look Happier Than Ever
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By Mackenzie Scibetta

Paris Jackson, the only daughter of Michael Jackson, was seen
looking  radiant  while  out  and  about  in  Malibu  with  her
boyfriend, Chester Castellaw. As UsMagazine.com reported, the
celebrity couple began dating in April and haven’t slowed down
since,  only  expressing  more  and  more  adoration  for  one
another. This famous relationship brings hope to young love as
Jackson  and  Castellaw  are  only  17  and  18  years  old,
respectively. Jackson’s guardian, TJ Jackson, expressed signs
of approval while also warning and giving love advice to other
parents to “keep a close eye”.

Cheers  to  this  celebrity  couple!
After tragedy, what are some ways
to cheer your partner up?

Cupid’s Advice:

Not all of us have to deal with a tremendous loss like Paris,
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losing her father Michael Jackson at the tender age of 11.
However, we all face troubling situations and must learn how
to  conquer  them.  What’s  harder  than  overcoming  our  own
struggles? Helping your partner find happiness again after
difficult circumstances. Cupid is here to help you navigate
through tragedy to cheer your partner up:

1. Do something they’ve always wanted to do: You know that one
thing on their bucket list that they always say they’ll get to
doing but never actually do? Go do it with them. Take them on
an adventure and check off items from their bucket list to
encourage happiness.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Bindi Irwin Makes First Red
Carpet Appearance with Boyfriend Chandler Powell

2. Get out of the house: After an appropriate amount of time
your partner will need to stop sulking. You need to push your
loved one away from misery and into a world of new experiences
and  fresh  memories.  Take  them  out  of  the  house  and  go
exploring,  eat  at  a  new  restaurant,  see  a  movie,  or  do
anything to help create new memories to push out the negative
ones.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Sandra  Bullock  and  Bryan
Randall Share Cozy Moment in New Photo

3.  Be  there  to  talk  to,  but  understand  when  they  need
space: Always remind your significant other you’re willing to
listen to their problems, but don’t push them into telling you
anything. Some days they will need their private time, so take
note of that and do not get offended. When they have these
days,  offer  to  make  them  soup  or  rent  them  a  movie.
Emphasizing that you’re there when they need you is a big
comfort.

How do you like to be cheered up when you’re having a rough
day? Comment below. 
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Blake  Shelton  and  Gwen
Stefani Flirt on Set of ‘The
Voice’  After  Respective
Celebrity Break-Ups

By Kyanah Murphy

Well, this is an interesting duet! Sources have shared with
UsMagazine.com  that  the  flirting  going  on  between  Blake
Shelton and Gwen Stefani on The Voice is real! The source also
revealed that though they’re flirtatious, the two are not a
celebrity  couple  and  they  are  not  dating.  But,  never  say
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never! It looks like these two are ready to move on after
their recent celebrity break-ups. Hopefully this playfulness
between Shelton and Stefani wasn’t a contributing factor to
their celebrity divorces!

Post celebrity break-ups, it seems
these two celebs are ready to move
on.  What  are  some  ways  to  know
you’re ready for the dating scene
after a break-up?

Cupid’s Advice:

Though their celebrity break-ups were recent, it seems that
Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton are ready to move on! It can be
tough moving forward post break-up and tough to even know if
you’re ready to get back out there and date. Cupid has some
tips on helping you figure out if you’re ready or not.

1. You feel indifferent towards your ex: You are no longer
angry, sad, annoyed, or upset with your ex. You couldn’t care
less what they are doing or who they’re seeing. You may be
happy for your ex but you’re not bothered with what’s going on
in their life one way or the other.

Related Link: Justin Bieber Says He’s a Single Celebrity and
‘Ready to Mingle’

2. You’re emotionally available: If you’re feeling indifferent
with your ex you may also be emotionally available for a new
partner. You’ve been healing from your loss and not lingering
in the past, constantly assessing what went wrong in your
relationship. You’ve accepted what has happened.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Sandra  Bullock  Leaves  Spa
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Looking Radiant and Happy

3. You don’t mind being single: You don’t feel like you need
to be with someone though the idea of being with someone
sounds nice. Being with someone is not a crucial part of your
life and you don’t feel like it’s the end of the world that
you’re not with someone.

How did you realize you were ready to date again after your
break up? Comment below.

Selena  Gomez  Celebrates
Celebrity Ex Justin Bieber’s
Comeback
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By Katie Gray

The heart wants what it wants! Singer Selena Gomez recently
celebrated the accomplishments of her celebrity ex, Justin
Bieber. According to People.com, Selena Gomez has nothing but
positive  things  to  say  about  Bieber.  Gomez  is  quoted  as
saying, “While people were writing that I was stupid for being
in it, this is what I always saw in him.” Whether they are a
celebrity couple or celebrity exes, these two have only kind
things to say about one another – which is the way it should
be. She sets a good example and has proved the old adage, “If
you don’t have anything nice to say, don’t say anything at
all.”

After a break-up, it’s possible to
move forward as friends like this
former famous couple. What are some
ways to show your ex that you’re
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happy for them?

Cupid’s Advice:

Whether you have broken up with a significant other on good
terms or not, it’s good to try to be civil. If you can remain
friends then that is even better. Regardless of the status of
your relationship, there is no denying that you obviously both
cared for one another at some point. Be happy for them! Bonus
points: good karma. Cupid has some relationship advice on how
to show your ex you’re happy for them:

1.Congratulate them: If your ex has earned an achievement,
don’t be afraid to reach out and congratulate them! That is
really thoughtful and there is nothing wrong with doing so. It
can even be an email or text message. It shows you are being
friendly and kind.

Related  Link:  Gigi  Hadid  Rejected  Celebrity  Boyfriend  Joe
Jonas When She Was 13

2. Send good vibes: Even if you don’t want to verbally reach
out to your ex partner to let them know that you wish them
well – you can always keep them in your thoughts and send good
vibes their way. They don’t even have to know you are doing
so. But it’s good to want them to be happy.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up Amy Poehler and Nick Kroll
Call It Quits

3. Support: Support your ex by sending them a note or flowers
when they achieve something or reach a milestone in their
life. If it’s their birthday reach out. If you know they have
an interview or something of that nature – wish them good
luck. Always let them know that you support them still!

How have you shown an ex that you are happy for them? Share
your stories below!
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Celebrity  News:  Sandra
Bullock  Leaves  Spa  Looking
Radiant and Happy

By Mackenzie Scibetta

Oscar winner Sandra Bullock has finally found her happiness,
and it shows! She was seen leaving Jennifer Aniston’s favorite
facialist looking glowing and all smiles, as UsMagazine.com
reported.  It’s  evident  that  Bullock’s  new  celebrity
relationship with photographer Bryan Randall is likely the
source of her new bliss. The couple appears to be close with
recently married Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux, as the
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duos double-dated while in Texas.

This  celebrity  news  is  extremely
welcome. What are some ways a new
relationship  can  improve  your
outlook on life?

Cupid’s Advice:

Nothing  beats  the  joy  you  find  when  entering  a  new
relationship. As the honeymoon phase kicks in, you will be
euphoric  in  all  that  you  do.  This  noticeable  change  in
personality can really help other aspects of your life as
well:

1. You look forward to every new day: You no longer dread when
your alarm clock starts buzzing in the morning, but rather you
wake up refreshed and excited to see your new lover. This
joyful awakening can help you be on time and more productive
at work.

Related Link: Jennifer Aniston Is ‘Very Happy’ for Sandra
Bullock’s New Celebrity Romance

2. You push yourself harder: With a new special someone in
your life, you are likely wanting to constantly impress and
enthuse them. This relates to that extra mile you now run at
the  gym  and  the  new  cooking  class  you  joined.  Allow  the
enthusiasm for your new partner to transition into enthusiasm
for life itself.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Alert! Sandra Bullock Is
Dating a Sexy Photographer

3. You treat others with more kindness: Your natural happiness
will radiate from you and will encourage other people to keep
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up with your positive attitude. Happiness will be easier to
share because you will have such an excess it would be a crime
to keep it all to yourself!

In what ways did your attitude change for the better when you
started dating a new partner? Let us know below.

Is  ‘Bachelor  in  Paradise’
Star  Ashley  I.  Still  a
Virgin?

By Kyanah Murphy
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It’s rare these days for girls to save their virginity for the
right  partner  or  marriage.  But  Bachelor  in  Paradise  star
Ashley  Iaconetti  is  doing  just  that  –  holding  onto  her
virginity for the right guy who she believed may be Jared
Haibon (who seemed pretty lukewarm about their relationship
and love life throughout their stay in Paradise)! According to
UsMagazine.com the answer to whether or not Ashley lost her
virginity to Jared is “no,” according to him. Jared ended up
leaving the show the next day in an effort not to lead his
admirer on.

Bachelor  in  Paradise  is
officially over, and the drama was
out of control! What are some ways
to  know  if  you’re  ready  to  be
intimate with someone?

Cupid’s Advice:

Everyone is different, which means there isn’t a set guide for
knowing  when  you  are  ready  to  be  intimate  with  someone.
However, Cupid has some relationship advice:

1. Know yourself: How do you feel with your partner? How do
you feel with the idea of being intimate with them? Do you
trust your partner? Are you comfortable with them? These are
questions to keep in mind. If you’re unsure how to answer
them, you’re not ready.

Related Link: ‘Miss Advised’ Star Emily Morse Says, “I’m Not
Choosing Monogamy; I’m Choosing to Date”

2. Consider what you want out of your intimacy: Do you want to
be intimate because you feel like you need to, or do you feel
like your partner may be “the one”? If you feel like you need
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to be intimate and need to get it done and over with, it may
leave you feeling regretful afterward.

Related Link: Cameron Diaz: Is Sex the Answer to Relationships
and Love?

3.  Consider  how  you  feel  about  sex:  Are  you  comfortable
talking about sex in general? Are you comfortable talking
about sex with your partner? Are you comfortable thinking
about  sex?  If  there’s  any  sort  of  discomfort,  you’re  not
ready.

When did you know you were ready to be intimate? Comment
below!

Jennifer  Aniston  Is  ‘Very
Happy’  for  Sandra  Bullock’s
New Celebrity Romance
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By Kyanah Murphy

Hooray! With all the celebrity couples that are splitting up,
there’s another golden nugget among the rocks! There is indeed
a new budding celebrity romance with Sandra Bullock and beau
Bryan Randall! People.com reports that Jennifer Aniston is
very happy for Bullock’s new celebrity romance. The celebrity
couple made their public debut at Aniston’s private wedding
ceremony last month.

There’s a new celebrity romance in
Hollywood!  What  are  some  ways  to
support  your  friend’s  new
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Showing support isn’t just tied to celebrity romance; you can
show your support for your friend’s new relationship, too!
Here’s how:
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1. Express Interest in the relationship: Ask your friend how
their relationship is going with their new partner. You can
also ask your friend about their new partner to get to know
who they are. Be sure to have genuine interest.

Related Link: Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux Enjoy a
Snuggly Dinner Date

2. Ask to meet your friend’s new partner: Be it a double date
or a small group get together, ask to meet your friend’s new
partner! However, do not pressure them into it; if the time
isn’t right, wait until your friend and their partner are
ready. Even if they’re not ready, at least your friend knows
you want to meet them!

Related Link: Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux Double Date
With Jason Bateman and Wife

3. Openly express your support: The most obvious way to show
your support is by letting your friend know you support the
relationship! Speak of their relationship in a positive way,
and let them know you’re happy for them.

How do you show support for a friend’s new relationship? Share
below!

‘Bachelor  in  Paradise’:
Ashley I. Is Ready to Give Up
Virginity to Win Jared
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By Mackenzie Scibetta

Bachelor in Paradise cast member Ashley Iaconetti, who is
notoriously known for her conservative views on sex, might
have finally found the right guy to lose her virginity to.
According to UsMagazine.com, Ashley happily told cameras, “I
don’t know what’s going to happen tonight, but I may not be a
virgin  tomorrow!”  Ashley  gave  her  potential  celebrity
love, Jared Haibonan invite to spend the night privately in
the fantasy suite, in which the cameras are turned off and
anything can happen.

Bachelor in Paradise is nothing if
not full of drama this season! How
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do you know when you’re ready to
lose your virginity?

Cupid’s Advice:

There are a lot of differing opinions about how to tell when
it’s  the  right  time  to  lose  your  virginity,  however,  you
shouldn’t be swayed by other people because only you can truly
tell when you’re ready. Cupid has some love advice to help you
decide  if  you’re  ready  to  take  the  next  step  in  your
relationship:

1. Ask yourself what you want losing your virginity to mean:
Think about why you want to lose your virginity and decide if
you’re satisfied with those reasons.Only you can decide how it
will  make  you  feel  but  make  sure  it  will  bring  positive
emotions. You don’t want to lose your virginity to please
anyone else except yourself.

Related Link:‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Contestants Sam and Joe’s
Relationship Shatters and JJ Goes Home

2. Inform yourself: Know all of the consequences that come
with having sex, such as harmful STD’s and the potential risk
of pregnancy. Once you accept this risks and feel that you
understand them then you should feel more confident about
deciding if you’re ready or not for sex.

Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Couple Marcus Grodd and
Lacey Faddoul Tie the Knot

3. You trust and are comfortable with your partner: Your first
time can be overwhelmingly intimidating so you want to have a
partner who will be there for you. This doesn’t mean you
necessarily need to be in love with them, but you want someone
who will be understanding if you decide you aren’t ready and
someone who can help ease your nerves.
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What love advice do you have for someone unsure about having
sex for the first time? Share in the comments below. 

Celebrity  News:  Ben  Higgins
Is  Announced  As  the  Next
‘Bachelor’

By Maria N. Capalbo

According to UsMagazine.com, Ben Higgins has been selected to
be the new star of The Bachelor! Higgins was The Bachelorette
Kaitlyn Bristowe‘s second runner up. Now it’s his chance to
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call the shots! Higgins has taken some time to officially
confirm his decision, but after some deliberation, he has
decided he is going to take the spot. Good luck to Ben on his
journey!

This latest Bachelor celebrity news
is exciting! What are some ways to
make your dating life exciting?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes you may not know what to do to spice things up with
your relationship and love life! Cupid has some suggestions on
how to make it more exciting below:

1. Frequent nights on the town: Go different places and do
different things. Get out and have fun with your date. You do
not always have to do the same things all the time. Go to the
club, museum, art exhibition or even comedy show!

Related Link: Former ‘Bachelor’ Chris Soules Spends Time with
Family in Iowa Post Celebrity Break-Up

2. Always having options: Dating more than one person at a
time may be hard, but it is definitely worth it! If one person
can’t make a date, ask someone else! You should never have to
wait around for someone else to do something. Always have
other options, at least when you first start getting back into
the dating scene.

Related Link: ‘The Bachelor’ Chris Soules and Fiancee Whitney
Bischoff Split

3. Always go where you want to go: Hey, you’re single! Go
where you want to hang out when on a date. You make the
choices,  and  then  you  can  cross  the  places  you’ve  always
wanted to go to off your bucket list!
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What are some ways you’ve made your dating life exciting?
Share below!

New  Celebrity  Couple  Alert!
Sandra  Bullock  Is  Dating  a
Sexy Photographer

By Kyanah Murphy

It looks like Sandra Bullock has a new beau! According to
UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple made their appearance
together at Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux’s celebrity
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wedding.  Sources  says  that  Bullock’s  new  boyfriend  is  a
photographer and that Bullock seems very happy with him. As an
added bonus, the source confirmed that Bullock’s new man is
both  super  hot  and  super  normal!  Perhaps  this  mysterious
photographer is just an ordinary chap, though he can’t be too
ordinary if he’s with Sandra Bullock!

What  an  exciting  time  in  a
relationship – introducing your new
partner  to  the  people  in  your
world! When do you know when it’s
the  right  time  to  introduce  your
new partner to family and friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sandra felt the time was right for her to make an appearance
with her new boyfriend by bringing him as her plus-one to
Jennifer  Aniston  and  Justin  Theroux’s  wedding.  No  two
relationships are the same, so there is no concrete timeline
detailing when to introduce your new partner to the important
people in your life. Cupid has some tips:

1. Consider why you want to introduce your friends and family
to your new partner: This may seem like an odd question, but
it’s really one to consider. Do you want your new partner to
see every piece of your life? Are you close to your friends
and family and share everything with them?

Related Link:  Jon Gosselin & Kids Hang With New Girlfriend

2.  Think  about  what  stage  your  relationship  is  in
currently: Are you just dating, or are you in a committed
relationship with this partner? Many people usually wait until
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there is an established relationship before introducing their
new partner to family and friends.

Related Link: Ryan Seacrest & Julianne Hough Are Getting Cozy

3. Talk about it: Truthfully, only you two will know when it’s
the right time to meet friends and family. Talk about it with
one another, and see how you’re both feeling about it. If
you’re ready, great! If not, now’s the time to assess why and
what it may mean for your relationship.

When did you decide to introduce your partner to your friends
and family? Comment below!

Rihanna Focuses Attention On
New  Celebrity  Love  Lewis
Hamilton
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By Katie Gray

Celebrity love is in the air! Singer Rihanna and Formula One
race car driver Lewis Hamilton are enjoying the excitement of
their budding celebrity romance. According to a source who
spoke to EOnline.com, “She is taking it very slow and just
having fun, but she likes who he is and what he is about.” The
duo were spotted at the annual Carnival in Barbados. Things
are heating up and getting serious between the pair. They have
Cupid’s blessing!

This celebrity love is brand new!
What are some ways to decide if you
should  get  more  serious  with  a
partner or not?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting serious with a partner is an important step in your
relationship. Things are no longer casual and you’re more
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accountable to that person. Cupid has some tips:

1. You’re feeling it: Sometimes your feelings for another
person are just so genuine that you have to act on them. There
is no harm in becoming more serious if you are both feeling
it. If you want to know them even better and have enjoyed
spending time with them, it’s obvious you want to know them
even more. You will know if you don’t truly like them, so
moving forward isn’t a waste of time.

Related Link: Are Rihanna and Soccer Star Karim Benzema a New
Celebrity Couple?

2. Friends first: If you were friends with a person first and
you are both into each other, it may be the appropriate time
to give it a whirl. They say the best relationships start out
as friends. It makes the transition easier since you already
know you’re compatible. Time to take a leap of faith!

Related Link: Have Rihanna and Ryan Phillippe Been Hooking Up?

3. Sparks fly: If you have undoubtedly enjoyed one another’s
company and have gotten to know each other well, then it could
be the right time to move further along into the relationship
and love. Whether you have plans for marriage, children, or
more time committed, it’s a decision you should both come to
terms with and agree upon.

What are some ways you have known when to get more serious
with your partner? Share your stories with Cupid below.

Amid  Celebrity  Divorce,
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Source Says Gwen Stefani ‘Had
the Family She Always Dreamed
Of’

By Courtney Omernick

UsMagazine.com recently reported that celebrity couple Gwen
Stefani  and  Gavin  Rossdale  are  going  through  a  celebrity
divorce. Stefani and Rossdale’s celebrity marriage lasted 13
years. An insider revealed that the celebrity breakup has been
“a long time coming” for the pair. But, a source said that
Stefani “had the family she always dreamed of.”
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This  celebrity  divorce  is  not
without sadness. What are some ways
to pick yourself up when you’re sad
from a break-up?

Cupid’s Advice:

This former celebrity couple seems to be taking their divorce
in  stride.  Hardly  any  celebrity  divorce  drama  has  been
reported! However, that doesn’t mean that Stefani and Rossdale
aren’t hurting. Below are some ways you can pick yourself up
when you’re sad from a break-up.

1. Practice gratitude: Think of at least 5 things that you’re
grateful for each morning before your feet hit the floor. This
will help you set the tone for the day and remember the little
things that you might have been taking for granite recently.

Related Link: Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale Split After 13
Years of Celebrity Marriage

2. Catch up with yourself: When you were with your previous
significant other, you probably spent a lot of time focusing
on your status as a couple, and not a lot of time on yourself.
Start rediscovering old hobbies, creating new ones, and more.

Related Link: Willow Smith Responds to Will and Jada Celebrity
Divorce Rumors

3. Stop stalking: It’s normal to want to check your ex’s
social media pages. But, doing this will only keep you stuck
in the past. Block them, delete them, do what you have to do
to move on.

How have you picked yourself up after a break-up? Comment
below!
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Celebrity  News:  Caitlyn
Jenner Addresses Candis Cayne
Dating Rumors on ‘I Am Cait’

By Mackenzie Scibetta

Ever  since  her  transformation,  Caitlyn  Jenner  has  been
lighting up celebrity news outlets with an array of dating
rumors.  Now,  according  to  UsMagazine.com,  she’s  finally
commenting on one of these rumors. On the second episode of
her reality TV series I Am Cait, Caitlyn blushed as she called
transgender  model  and  close  friend  Candis  Cayne  “a  very
attractive lady” while showing off photos of their recent
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hangout. Jenner said that although Candis is “a beautiful
woman”, she is unsure about a future romance. “As far as
dating  and  the  future,  I  have  absolutely  no  idea,”  said
Jenner.

This latest celebrity news clears
things up. What do you do if there
are rumors about your relationship
circulating?

Cupid’s Advice:

While not all gossip is harmful, it is often unwanted. Rumors
are  often  distorted  versions  of  the  truth  that,  if  left
unhandled, could put a damper on your love life. Cupid offers
dating advice on how to successfully deal with relationship
rumors without letting it bring you down.

1. Be honest: It’s no secret that honesty is the best policy
so false rumors should be refuted as soon as possible to
prevent  it  from  spreading  further.  Your  relationship  is
between you and your loved one but if opening up about a few
things will help stop a nasty rumor then go for it! It will
make you seem mature and sophisticated.

Related Link: Celebrity Gossip: Caitlyn Jenner Is Not Dating
Candis Cayne Despite Rumors

2. Ignore it: Some rumors are just plain ridiculous and don’t
even deserve a reaction. Depending on the nature of the rumor,
the best thing to do might be to continue on with your life
and wait for the rumor to pass. The lifespan of most rumors is
so minuscule that most people will forget by the end of the
week.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Caitlyn Jenner Gushes Over ‘Over
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the Top Great’ ‘Vanity Fair’ Photos

3. Address it: Go somewhere between honesty and ignoring by
following the footsteps of Caitlyn Jenner of addressing the
rumor,  but  still  keeping  aspects  of  privacy.  Respond  to
relationship rumors by offering vague details so that your
love life can remain private while still keeping the gossip
sharks happy.

What advice do you have for dealing with rumors? Let us know
below!

Celebrity News: ‘Gossip Girl’
Alum Chace Crawford Is Dating
‘Blood  and  Oil’  Co-Star
Rebecca Rittenhouse
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By Katelyn Di Salvo

New celebrity couple alert! Chace Crawford is dating his Blood
and  Oil  costar  Rebecca  Rittenhouse.  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  the  Gossip  Girl  alum  brought  in  his  30th
birthday with a special lady by his side. An insider says that
Rittenhouse  was  by  his  side  the  whole  night.  The  actor
celebrated the big 3-0 at the London Hotel in West Hollywood
California. Some partygoers were celebrity exes, Ed Westwick
and Jessica Szhor, sister Candace Romo, Zelda Williams, JC
Chasez, and Caroline Wozniacki. Rebecca and Chace are a fairly
new celebrity couple and are not serious yet, but it seems
that they do have some serious chemistry! Could there be some
new celebrity love in the air?

Celebrity  news  is  getting  juicy!
What are some factors to consider
before dating a co-worker?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Dating a co-worker can be tricky business. Cupid has some
tips:

1.  Are you violating company policy?: It is important to
figure out if you are violating company policy by dating a
coworker. It may not be worth losing your job, so do your
research.   You  may  even  be  able  to  talk  to  an  HR
representative about it if you are serious about dating your
coworker.

Related Link: Latest Celebrity News: Liam Hemsworth Is Hooking
Up with Co-Star Maika Monroe

2. Don’t date your boss/subordinate: Dating your boss or your
subordinate can bring a lot of tension into your relationship
and love life.  It can become difficult to separate work from
play, and that could be enough reason to break you apart.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Khloe Kardashian Hangs
With NBA Star James Harden in Vegas

3. You will be spending a lot of time together: When you date
a coworker, you will be spending a lot of time with them.
Although that may sound like a good thing, it may not be.
 Sometimes couples need time apart to keep the spark alive.
 If you are constantly seeing each other, especially in a work
environment where stress levels are high, it may do damage to
your relationship.

What would you consider before dating a co-worker? Share your
thoughts below.
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‘The  Bachelorette’  Star
Kaitlyn Bristowe Chooses Her
Final Man

By Katelyn Di Salvo

There were only two men left standing, and it was time to let
one  more  go  in  the  most  recent  episode  of  the  The
Bachelorette. Kaitlyn Bristowe finally made it to the end of
the road, even through all the tears, drama, bromances, and
tough decisions, according to UsMagazine.com. It was between
Nick and Shawn at the very end, and (spoiler alert) … Shawn
Booth is the winner of Kaitlyn’s heart. We welcome this new
celebrity love with open arms!
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This Bachelorette is overjoyed! How
do you know when you’ve found “the
one”?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be tough to know when you’ve found “the one” you’re
supposed to spend the rest of your life with. Cupid has some
tell-tale signs:

1. You can be yourself: As Kaitlyn told Shawn in her final
speech to him, you know you’ve found “the one” when you are
comfortable just being yourself around them. Being able to let
loose and show each other every part of you is so important in
a relationship and love life.

Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Is Not Ready
for Hometown Dates

2. You feel like the luckiest person in the world: Nothing can
stop  your  high  when  you’re  in  love.   If  you  feel  like
everything is falling into place and no one has it better than
you, you’ve probably found that special someone.

Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Opens Up
About the ‘Men Tell All’ Episode

3. You are madly in love: You’ve probably found “the one” when
you are deeply in love with your partner. It’s also more than
that,  though,  because  you  feel  supported,  respected,  and
fulfilled. Love alone does not carry a relationship; you need
more.

Tell us how you knew you found “the one” below!
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Newly Single Celebrity Blake
Shelton Posts Smiling Selfie
with Pal

By Courtney Omernick

Four days after his celebrity divorce was finalized, the newly
single celebrity, Blake Shelton took to social media to post
his first selfie with his friend, according to UsMagazine.com.
Shelton and Miranda Lambert finalized their celebrity divorce
on Monday, July 20.
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This  single  celebrity  is  hitting
the ground running! What are some
ways  to  move  on  quickly  after  a
divorce?

Cupid’s Advice:

No  one  believed  that  celebrity  couple  Blake  Shelton  and
Miranda Lambert would go through a celebrity divorce, but,
these things happen. Even though their celebrity divorce went
quickly, emotions can still linger. If you’re going through a
similar situation, below is some advice on how to move on
quickly after a divorce:

1. Let yourself mourn: If you don’t mourn, you may truly never
get over what you’ve been through. Take some time to make room
in your daily life for what you’re feeling. Don’t dwell over
it, but don’t ignore your pain.

Related Link: Ben Affleck: Can You Forgive a Betrayer in a
Romantic Relationship?

2. Rediscover who you used to be: You’ve probably forgotten
what it’s like to be alone. Take this time to rediscover old
passions and other qualities of your “former” self.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Scandals That Caught Us Off
Guard

3. Discover a new side of yourself: You may be spending time
discovering the old you and find some new things that you love
to do. Embrace all of the new and exciting activities that
you’re  experiencing.  They  could  change  your  life  for  the
better.

How have you moved on after a divorce? Comment below!
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Celebrity Couple Taylor Swift
and Calvin Harris Plan Trip
Abroad to Meet His Parents

By Meranda Yslas

It looks like this celebrity couple is taking the next step.
According to UsMagazine.com, Calvin Harris is planning to take
Taylor Swift to Scotland for a few days to meet his parents
after being in a Hollywood relationship for only four months.
The  celebrity  couple  isn’t  shy  about  their
relationship either. Earlier in July on Britain’s Kiss FM, the
DJ shared that dating the “Blank Space” singer is “absolutely
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fantastic” and that he is “insanely happy.”

This celebrity couple is taking the
next  step!  How  do  you  know  when
you’re  ready  to  introduce  your
partner to your parents?

Cupid’s Advice:

Introducing a new partner to the parents is a pretty serious
step in a romantic relationship- you don’t do it with every
guy or girl you go out with on a date. It’s hard to know when
to take your relationship and love to the next level, so Cupid
has some dating advice of when to bring your beau home:

1.  You’re  both  committed:  If  you  both  feel  that  this
relationship isn’t just a fling and are expecting something
long term, then it’s probably the right time to let the family
meet the new guy or girl.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Taylor Swift and Calvin
Harris Hold Hands at Nashville Concert

2. Meeting the friends: Use your friends as a tester before
introducing your significant other to your parents. If the get
together was a success and your friends are supportive of this
new love, meeting the parents will be the next logical step.

Related Link: Taylor Swift Through The Years

3. Excited to share the news: If you are excited and eager
about the idea of having your family meet your new mate, then
go  with  that  gut  feeling.  If  you’re  embarrassed  of  your
partner or doubtful of your parents’ approval, then you might
want to wait and see how the relationship and love pans out
before bringing in the folks.
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What are some other signs it’s time to introduce your partner
to your parents? Share your thoughts below.

Taylor Swift Says Lady Gaga
Cast ‘Magical Spell’ to Bring
Celebrity Love Calvin Harris

By Courtney Omernick

According to UsMagazine.com, Taylor Swift is thanking Lady
Gaga for her new celebrity relationship with celebrity love
Calvin Harris. Gaga sent Swift an encouraging tweet a few
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months ago, saying, “Life is friends, family, and love. We all
see that in you. Your prince charming will come!” Soon after,
Swift had a celebrity crush and then a celebrity relationship
with Harris.

Taylor Swift believes in magic when
it  comes  to  her  celebrity  love
life! What are some ways to meet
the partner of your dreams?

Cupid’s Advice:

With this celebrity crush turned celebrity love, Taylor and
Calvin have created the perfect example of a well-constructed
relationship. But, not all of us are lucky enough to get love
advice from Lady Gaga. Cupid has some tips to help you land
your crush:

1. Adjust your mindset: Make sure that you understand yourself
and don’t expect perfection from the other person. Also, be
sure that you come to terms with being alone and truly love
yourself.

Related Link: Mariah Carey: Moving Quickly in a Celebrity
Relationship?

2. Know what you want: Start to define the qualities of your
dream  significant  other.  Make  a  list  if  this  helps.  What
interests  should  they  have?  What  personality  traits  are
important to you?

Related Link: Love Advice: How to Make Your Partner Happy in 5
Minutes a Day

3. Take action: Be sure that while you’re searching for the
perfect mate that you’re also acting like one. There’s no way
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you’re going to get the person of your dreams if you wouldn’t
even want to hang out with yourself.

How have you landed the person of your dreams? Comment below!

Celebrity  Gossip:  Caitlyn
Jenner Is Not Dating Candis
Cayne Despite Rumors

By Meranda Yslas

There’s been some celebrity gossip flying around that Caitlyn
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Jenner  and  actress  Candis  Cayne  are  in  a  romantic
relationship,  but  that  isn’t  true!  According
to UsMagazine.com, the two are just friends. Although Cayne is
joining  Jenner  at  the  ESPYS  ceremony  where  she  will  be
receiving the Arthur Ashe Courage Award, both of the celebs’
reps are clear that it’s not a date. The Dirty Sexy Money star
has been a mentor to the former Olympian as she has been going
through her public transition.

Some  celebrity  gossip  just  isn’t
true. What do you do if there are
untrue  rumors  circulating  about
your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Celebrity gossip isn’t the only thing that causes rumors.
Sometimes friends and family members make up false stories
about your relationship and love. It can be hard when people
make assumptions without knowing all the facts. Here are some
of Cupid’s relationship tips when it comes to handling gossip
about your relationship:

1. Trust your love: Just because a rumor is flying around
doesn’t mean you have to believe it or act upon it. If you
trust your beau and he trusts you, your relationship will out
live the lies.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Caitlyn Jenner Gushes Over ‘Over
the Top Great’ ‘Vanity Fair’ Photos

2.  Ignore  it:  Unfortunately  people  are  going  to  talk  and
there’s not a lot that you can do to control it. The best
thing to do is ignore what people are saying and focus on
yourself and your partner.
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Related Link: Transgender Facial Surgeon Discusses Celebrity
News Surrounding Bruce Jenner

3. Clear the confusion: Sometimes gossip is created out of
half truths and misunderstandings. If you explain your version
of what happened without anyone else’s added details, you will
appear open and honest while setting the story straight.

How do you deal with rumors that surround your relationship
and love? Share below. 

Latest  Celebrity  News:  Liam
Hemsworth Is Hooking Up with
Co-Star Maika Monroe
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By Maria N. Capalbo

According to UsMagazine.com, the latest celebrity news is that
celebs Liam Hemsworth and his co-star Maika Monroe were caught
hooking up during this past holiday weekend! “His hand was on
her butt as she was grinding into him and they were making out
at the bar,” says an eyewitness at the Hollywood party about
the potential new celebrity couple. They are not “Facebook
official” yet, but the passion between the both of them is off
the charts!

This  latest  celebrity  news  is
swoon-worthy!  What  are  some
advantages to hooking up with a co-
worker?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Dating someone you are working with can be dangerous, but also
quite convenient, depending on what you both get yourselves
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into! Cupid has some advantages of hooking up with a co-worker
below:

1. The commonalities: This makes for good conversation, out on
a date or just for fun. Being that you work at the same place,
you can always talk about what is going on together and maybe
even help each other out with upcoming projects.

Related Link: Liam Hemsworth Says Miley Cyrus Would Beat Him
in ‘Hunger Games’

2. Proximity: You never have to be curious about what they are
doing because they work in the same place as you! You could
even go out to lunch together if the timing is right, or meet
up for a chat in your down time.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: ‘Glee’ Star Dianna Agron
Is Dating Mumford and Sons’ Winston Marshall

3. Constructive criticism: If you are dating someone in your
workplace, they can always tell you what you are doing wrong
or right if they care deeply enough about you. They will tell
you the truth while others may skirt around it.

What are some benefits of hooking up with a co-worker? Share
your thoughts below!

New Celebrity Couple: ‘Glee’
Star Dianna Agron Is Dating
Mumford  and  Sons’  Winston
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Marshall

By Maria N. Capalbo

According to UsMagazine.com, Dianna Agron and Winston Marshall
are officially a celebrity couple. They were spotted in Paris
locking hands and enjoying each other’s company. Agron has
been a fan of Marshall’s band, Mumford & Sons’, for a good
time now, but is still keeping details about her relationship
with him private.

Another celebrity couple has made
their  debut!  What  are  some
advantages to waiting to announce
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your new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes, not letting everyone in your business is a good
thing! It leaves people wondering about what is going on, and
they can not even talk about you! Cupid has some advantages to
waiting to announce your new love below:

1.  Focus  on  privacy:  Privacy  within  your  relationship  is
extremely  important.  If  you  are  jumping  around  on  social
media  announcing  your  new  relationship,  that
attracts attention. Then, everyone will be wondering what you
two  are  up  to.  Keeping  the  whole  “let’s  publicize  our
relationship”  urge  to  a  minimum  prevents  people  from
intruding.

Related  Link:  New  Celebrity  Couple  Alert?  Find  Out  About
Dianna Agron and Nicholas Hoult’s Casual Relationship

2. No one is in your business: That’s right! If you do not
post anything in order to make people curious, no one is
worried about what you are doing. You can just focus on your
partner, and not what everyone else thinks of the two of you.

Related Link: Alex Pettyfer Calls Dating Glee’s Dianna Agron
‘Amazing’

3. Getting to know your partner better: Leaving everyone out
of the equation gives you time to get to know your partner on
a deeper level. It’s just the two of you! You do not have to
worry about anyone else opinions are anything.

What are some ways you’ve benefited from waiting to announce
your new relationship? Share below!
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New  Celebrity  Couple?  Khloe
Kardashian  Hangs  With  NBA
Star James Harden in Vegas

By Maria N. Capalbo

According to UsMagazine.com, celebs Khloe Kardashian and NBA
player James Harden were seen leaving a hotel together in
Vegas!  A source says the potential new celebrity couple are
only  “hooking  up,”  but  that  could  lead  to  other  things,
including a potential relationship and love life. Rapper Trina
says that once again, Kardashian is after her sloppy seconds!
Khloe has also dated Trina’s ex-boyfriend French Montana as
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well, so there is some serious animosity there.

There may be a new celebrity couple
in the works! What are some things
to keep in mind if you’re dating
your friend’s ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

Dating a friend’s ex can be a very tricky, and sometimes
hurtful situation. Some people are open about it, and others
may  hold  grudges!  Cupid  has  some  relationship  and  dating
advice on what to keep in mind when dating a friend’s ex
below:

1. Don’t feel the need to explain: If this decision makes you
happy, then go for it. You do not need to explain the reasons
why you chose to date this person. Nothing can be erased and
what’s done is done. Move forward in happiness.

Related Link: Are Khloe Kardashian and French Montana Back
Together?

2. How long since they separated: Jumping into things quickly
with a friend’s ex may spark controversy! Your friend may
think you guys were cheating together, and you definitely want
to avoid that. Keep in mind how long they have separated, and
try to make it known you are together well after they have
ended things with one another.

Related Link: Khloe Kardashian and French Montana Go Public
with New Relationship

3. Open up to your friend: This may be difficult, but it is
the right thing to do. There is no need to sneak around. Just
be honest with him/her. The friend may not agree with what is
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going on between you two, but at least you know you were open
about it.

What are some things you have kept in mind when dating your
friend’s ex?

New  Celebrity  Couple  Taylor
Swift and Calvin Harris BBQ
for 4th of July

By Katie Gray
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Scottish musician Calvin Harris couldn’t be more happy to be
with his superstar girlfriend, singer/songwriter Taylor Swift.
According to UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple arrived
in Rhode Island on Wednesday July 1, to get Swift’s home ready
for a rocking Independence Day bash. Harris also shared a
photo of Swift cooking, captioning it, “She cooks too.” Her
new boyfriend was clearly proud of her culinary skills!

The  celebrity  couple  that  shops
together, stays together. What are
some  everyday  chores  you  can  do
together to bond as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice:

You don’t have to go above and beyond to make time with your
partner count. Cupid has dating advice in the form of some
everyday options that may help you bond:

1. Washing dishes: Washing dishes as a couple is a great way
to  bond.  One  person  washes  and  one  dries.  It’s  wonderful
because it gives you time to talk for a good amount of time,
while  standing  side  by  side.  Sure,  many  people  have
dishwashers nowadays, but you can still work as a team: one
person unloading the dishes and the other putting it away.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Taylor Swift and Calvin
Harris Hold Hands at Nashville Concert

2. Cooking: They say the way to someone’s heart is through
their stomach! Food is often a form of showing love, so pick
out a recipe you both want to try, and make it together! It’s
great teamwork, and after you can enjoy it together while
talking.

Related Link: Latest Celebrity News: Taylor Swift Jams Out at
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Boyfriend Calvin Harris’ Concert

3. Car wash: Sure, you can go to a automatic car wash, but
when the weather is beautiful in the summer, why not wash the
cars you own together? It’s a playful way to have fun and
bond.  Plus,  you’ll  be  outside  enjoying  the  sunshine  and
getting a tan. You can’t go wrong with having conversations
with your partner and ending up with a car that looks brand
new  after!  It’s  good  for  couples  to  notice  they  are
accomplishing  tasks  together.

What are some other everyday tasks that can bring you closer
together as a couple? Share your experiences below.
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